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       How does media affect people?  
    

    Eden, the place where Eve and Adam come from, the beginning of human being. Eve 

and Adam were pure and naked bodies, they treated each other equally. But the purity 

was thrown out since they ate the ‘ Apple’. They realized the differences between two 

sexes, they changed their thoughts. The Apple symbolized the judgment that society 

passes on people and the brainwash of inequality. Society starts to feed apples when we 

are born. Disney movies used to hurt females a lot during the 20th century. Almost all of 

the female characters in Disney movies were represented domestic and in need of a man. 

As time passed, Disney movies no longer stereotyped females, not only focusing on how 

the princess finds her ‘ Mr. Right’. The Disney movie start to prove that females can be 

as good as men and their lives can be successful without men.  

    Cinderella was a very popular movie during 20th century. The plot was around a  

domestic girl falls in love with a powerful prince. The movie sending the message about 

girls need to be domestic and find a man to depend on. It highlights key issue with gender 

roles and stereotypes in society. The movie start with the main character Cinderella, she 

wakes up and start doing her housework with the lyrics like: “Go to and do the attic and 

go down and do the cellar, you can do them both together, Cinderella.” From this lyrics 

we can see that social situation of female; Cinderella is a very specific example of 

domestic woman. She starts her day with housework and ended her day with housework. 

It connects to the “Female Stereotypes in Disney Films” the video shows us that almost 

all of the Disney movies during 20th century are about finding the love one and female 

needs to be domestic and white race are the majority because people believe white people 
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is on top of other color people they are privileged and the racism still exist today. These 

media affect women so much because the common of medias is to express women are 

household slaves, in order to escape housework, you have to find a man first.  

     Disney Frozen no longer shows the gender stereotypes. I watched Frozen in the  

beginning of this year; I was expected to see the same plots that Disney movies showing 

every year which are finding love and house works. But the plot changed in Frozen. The 

whole movie is about the main female character Elsa and her sister Anna and how did 

they overcome difficulties. Anna met a poor guy during the journey of finding her sister 

Elsa. In the end of the story, Elsa becomes the ruler of her kingdom and Anna finally 

chosen her sister not the guy. Same as Frozen, the “ 30 photos that challenge the harmful 

stereotypes toy companies sell you” proves the same thing. The picture shows a female 

president, this is a best example of women can be as strong as man, too. Women don’t 

need men to be success, female can be able to lead a country. These two medias are the 

win for feminists.  

    Some people think Disney movie doesn’t change anything, the plot and style stay the 

same as 20th century. Tangled was published in 2010, same as most of the Disney  

movies, it is about a princess and her Mr. Right. The princess was arrested by a witch  

woman in the castle for many years. One day the guy w;alks through the castle and help 

the girl to escape the jail and then they fall in love with each other. Old fashioned plot, 

nothing new. However, the claim is weak and incorrect because Disney company is trying 

to do their best to change the plots little by little. Unlike other Disney movies in 20th 

century, the male character in Tangled wasn’t a prince, he just a average man, he has no 

money and no power. Disney movie is not put the male character as dominated anymore. 



I believe in the future, the female stereotypes and subordination will no longer exist.  

    Disney company start changing the style. Female stereotypes and gender roles exist 

less. In the 20th century, all of the movies that Disney company published were about 

female stereotypes and domestication. It teaches little girls that in order to escape the 

hard life and housework, you have to find a “ Mr.Right ” to rely on. But the idea 

development in the progress of times. The plot of Disney movie is changing.  Now, it is 

only about the own journey of female characters with magic power and how did they 

overcome all the blocks in their life; man is not the only goal in their life. Women can be 

as good as men, the life can still be successful without man. Today, the sexism still exist 

in everywhere, it is time to say no to the ‘ Apples’. Are you a next feminist?  
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